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T-SPEC SERIES III
Australia’s own favourite junior training ball gets an upgraded embossed outer layer.

The new embossed outer offers better traction, consistency and style!

Improve your game with the market leading training ball developed specifically for the rigours of community football.
 

A machine stitched ball that has guaranteed shape and air retention.

A soft and durable football that lasts 3+ years if looked after. 

TRAINING BALL

26-PANEL CONSTRUCTION
26-Panel synthetic soft touch casing 

has maximum feel and response sensitivity 
giving players an all round consistent feel 

and optimal shape retention.

MODERN THERMO POLYURETHANE TECH
Modern TPU technology ensures softness 

while keeping strong playing ability and characteristics.

AIR LOCK+
Deploy developed Air Lock+ valve 

to significantly increase air retention, 
keeping the ball inflated longer.

HIGH SHAPE RETENTION
High shape retention and sustainability

– lasting up to 3 years while maintaining highest level 
of quality and performance.

GEOMETRIC PATTERN
Geometric Motion Graphic flickers to help you see the ball better.

PERIMETER BALANCE TECH
Hi-Tech Butyl Bladder with Balance Technology further enhance

 the superb flight control while preventing shape and stitching distortion.

AVAILABLE SIZES

AVAILABLE COLOURS



ENGAGE

AVAILABLE COLOURS

NEW MODEL!

A new addition to the Deploy Elite Training / Junior Match Collection.

A Perfect progression from the T-Spec III base training ball. 

Softer, Highly responsive cushioned underlay to aid in closer control, comfort and striking ability.

ELITE TRAINING / MATCH BALL

26-PANEL CONSTRUCTION
26-Panel synthetic soft touch casing 

has maximum feel and response sensitivity 
giving players an all round consistent feel 

and optimal shape retention.

MODERN THERMO POLYURETHANE TECH
Modern TPU technology ensures softness 

while keeping strong playing ability and characteristics.

AIR LOCK+
Deploy developed Air Lock+ valve 

to significantly increase air retention, 
keeping the ball inflated longer.

HIGH SHAPE RETENTION
High shape retention and sustainability

– lasting up to 3 years while maintaining highest level 
of quality and performance.

EMBOSSED OUTER
Excellent traction and consistency.

Sharp, effective to the eye graphics make this ball a standout.

PERIMETER BALANCE TECH
Hi-Tech Butyl Bladder with Balance Technology further enhance

 the superb flight control while preventing shape and stitching distortion.

IMPROVED CUSHION
Softer, Highly responsive cushioned 

underlay to aid in closer control, 
comfort and striking ability.

AVAILABLE SIZES



STEALTH

AVAILABLE COLOURS

NEW MODEL!

The Stealth Match Ball takes over from the ever popular IGNITE Original Match Ball
With the addition of the new NIGHT VISION colour way, we’re upping your game in all conditions!

MATCH BALL

MODERN THERMO POLYURETHANE TECH
Modern TPU technology ensures softness 

while keeping strong playing ability and characteristics.

AIR LOCK+
Deploy developed Air Lock+ valve 

to significantly increase air retention, 
keeping the ball inflated longer.

HIGH SHAPE RETENTION
High shape retention and sustainability

– lasting up to 3 years while maintaining highest level 
of quality and performance.

EMBOSSED OUTER
Excellent traction and consistency.

Sharp, effective to the eye graphics make this ball a standout.

PERIMETER BALANCE TECH
Hi-Tech Butyl Bladder with Balance Technology further enhance

 the superb flight control while preventing shape and stitching distortion.

IMPROVED CUSHION
Softer, Highly responsive cushioned 

underlay to aid in closer control, 
comfort and striking ability.

AVAILABLE SIZES

HAND-STITCHED PANELS
26-Panel, hand-stitched casing 

has maximum feel and response sensitivity 
giving players pinnacle control in all conditions.

GEOMETRIC PATTERN
Updated high-vis geometric overlay design 

to help you see the ball better and in poor lighting
with the NightVision colourway.



IGNITE SERIES II

AVAILABLE COLOURS

MATCH BALL

TOP LINE POLYURETHANE OUTER COVER

AIR LOCK+
Deploy developed Air Lock+ valve 

to significantly increase air retention, 
keeping the ball inflated longer.

HIGH SHAPE RETENTION
High shape retention and sustainability

– lasting up to 3 years while maintaining highest level 
of quality and performance.

PERIMETER BALANCE TECH
Hi-Tech Butyl Bladder with Balance Technology further enhance
 the superb flight control while preventing shape and distortion.

IMPROVED CUSHION
Softer, Highly responsive cushioned 

underlay to aid in closer control, 
comfort and striking ability.

AVAILABLE SIZES

THERMO BONDED PANELS

GEOMETRIC PATTERN
Updated high-vis geometric overlay design 

to help you see the ball better and in poor lighting
with the NightVision colourway.

The Deploy `Ignite` Match football will offer you a Professional Match ball without the price tag
Weighted, sized and balanced to offer ideal player development and control. 

The Ignite is the match ball of choice for most Clubs and Associations.

32 x Thermally bonded panels 
help create maximum efficiency in all conditions. 

Reduced water uptake to keep consistent power to weight ratio.

Top line Polyurethane technology 
ensures softness while keeping strong playing ability 

and characteristics.



ENVISION II

AVAILABLE COLOURS

PROFESSIONAL MATCH BALL

HIGHEST QUALITY PU TECH

AIR LOCK+
Deploy developed Air Lock+ valve 

to significantly increase air retention, 
keeping the ball inflated longer.

HIGH SHAPE RETENTION
High shape retention and sustainability

– lasting up to 3 years while maintaining highest level 
of quality and performance.

PERIMETER BALANCE TECH
Hi-Tech Butyl Bladder with Balance Technology further enhance
 the superb flight control while preventing shape and distortion.

AVAILABLE SIZES

THERMO BONDED PANELS

GEOMETRIC PATTERN
Updated high-vis geometric overlay design 

to help you see the ball better and in poor lighting.
Classic black & gold colourway 

for the ultimate professional

Professional football at its finest.
Proudly developed in Australia over 8 years ensuring the best possible results.  

Show off your skill with the Deploy Envision, our highest graded ball for the serious player. Controlled quality & carefully crafted 
construction offers players precision results 

32 x Thermally bonded panels 
help create maximum efficiency in all conditions. 

Reduced water uptake to keep consistent power to weight ratio.

Latest, top line `cushion response` 
Japanese Polyurethane technology ensures softness 

while providing optimal ball striking and control qualities.



HEADING PRO

AVAILABLE COLOURS

AVAILABLE SIZES

A FOOTBALL DESIGNED SPECIFICALLY 
FOR HEADING EDUCATION

 CAN REDUCE HEAD ACCELERATION 
BY ALMOST 50% IN YOUTH PLAYERS 

COMPARED TO IFAB REGULATED BALL

40% LIGHTER THAN A REGULAR BALL

OPTIMAL VISION
EYE CATCHING COLOURS 

THAT THE EYE CAN PICK UP THE FASTEST

FOR TRAINING USE ONLY

SOFT, RESPONSIVE CUSHION

"Our research has shown that the Heading-Pro ball can reduce 
head acceleration by almost 50% in youth players when 

compared to a IFAB regulated match ball.”

DR KERRY PEEK  I  SENIOR LECTURER
- PhD (Behavioural Science), M Clin Sci, PG Cert (Sports Physiotherapy), BSc (Hons) Physiotherapy

- Accredited Coach of Australian Strength and Conditioning Association



SIMPLY HAVE YOUR LOGO ON YOUR DEPLOY FOOTBALL 

OR GO ALL IN WITH CUSTOM DESIGN AND COLOURS!



FOOTBALL CARRY BAGS

ACCESSORIES

TRAINING

ELITE BALL CARRY BAG
Our elite ball carry bag holds 12-15 footballs and is great 

to carry all the balls you need for a complete team training 
session.

Durable and comfortable to carry, with a padded shoulder 
strap for easy transportation from car to field. This bags 

makes it easy to carry your match & training footballs all 
in one bag.

Our 3 Ball carry bag holds 3 x size 5 footballs and is perfect 
for small training sessions or keeping the match balls 

separate.

Durable and comfortable to carry, with a leather shoulder 
strap for easy transportation from car to field. 

Great way to separate your match footballs from training 
footballs, or even to carry balls to a family picnic!

3-BALL CARRY BAG

TRAINING BIBS
PACK OF 8

EASY TRIAL I.D

- Easy and efficient player tracking
- Replaces the need for maker numbers on players hands or 
bibs
- available in sets of 1 to 49 or 1 to 99
- Colour options for age / standard grouping
- Promotes professional trials and grading

Make your trials & grading easy 
with ONE-ID per player!



sales@supremeteamwear.com.au

0419 205 903

www.supremeteamwear.com.au

@supreme_teamwear


